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Abstract
This paper demonstrates various options
in digital microscopy to enlarge the
object size yet maintain the original
resolution. The article will discuss and
compare various methods, emphasizing

the advantage of Omek Optics solutions
with consideration to the formats and
pixel size of the imaging camera and the
optical layout of the microscope.

Introduction
The basic challenges for every digital
microscope vendor are: (1) maximize
the Field of View (FoV), (2) Maximize
resolution. Most standard modern
microscopes are equipped with a builtin Tube Lens - (which usually comes
with a focal length between 160mm to
200mm) and an infinity corrected (IC)
objective lens. The ratio between the
TL focal length and the objective focal
length is the overall magnification. In
most configurations, the objectives are
positioned on a revolver allowing quick
replacement of objectives to control the
magnification, resolution, and field size.
High NA objectives have shorter focal
lengths, i.e. larger overall magnifications
which imply a reduced field of view. It
is evident that (1) and (2) are in conflict;
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the requirement to maximize FOV will
decrease the resolution. Omek Optics
has a variety of solutions to deliver LowMag-High-NA configurations.
The ongoing competition within the
cellphone camera market has triggered
vendors to design sensors with small
pixel sizes (0.7 to 2.5 microns) and to
constantly increase the active area of the
sensor. Camera vendors have begun to
introduce industrial cameras with subtwo-micron pixel size. The small pixel size
sensors open new opportunities when
integrated to Low Mag microscopes. This
white paper highlights two Omek Optics
Solutions and compares performance to
a different Scale-Up approach adapted
by other companies.
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Omek Optics Solutions
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Figure 1: Unit Magnification symmetric telecentric relay.

Figure 1: Unit Magnification symmetric telecentric relay.

Figure 2: Miniature Pinky-L Microscope.
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Pinky Wafer Image

Figure 1: Unit Magnification symmetric telecentric relay.

Figure 3: Pinky wafer image (Red Border). Blue dotted rectangle shows Object size obtained
Figure
3: Pinky wafer
image (Redwith
Border).
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b) The Omek mic401.80 microscope is a x0.4 VMU (Video Microscope Unit) integrated with
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configuration B1 as explained in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 shows the MTF of a x0.4 VMU
integrated with various objectives
and sensors yielding a variety of
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Figure 4: MTFs plus Nyquist cutoffs for various Omek configurations. All MTFs relate to

Figure 4: MTFs plus Nyquist cutoffs for various Omek configurations. All MTFs relate to Object plane. The

Object plane. The graph shows the Pinky MTF (plot A) whereas all the other plots relate to
the mic401ET.80 product integrated with different Objectives. The circular points on each
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graph shows the Pinky MTF (plot A) whereas all the other plots relate to the mic401ET.80 product integrated
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Figure 5. Low Mag Wafer Image. Per Configuration C1 in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Low Mag Wafer Image. Per Configuration C1 in Figure 4.
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Expand FoV by Scale-Up
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Figure 6 maximizes
displays an image
of the OmekObject.
mic401ET.80 with a 0.2NA Objective showing
a larger Object Size compared to the "Scale-Up" solution with a 0.2NA Objective. I.e., the small
Omek Microscope delivers a significantly wider Object.

Figure
6: Image
mic401ET.80
using0.2NA
0.2NAObjective
Objectivegrabs
grabsaawider
widerField
Field than
than the
the "Scale-Up" Option.
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Nevertheless, when choosing between
image object sizes which differ by a few
the mic401ET.80 to the "Scale-Up"
percent. However, if price, versatility, and
option, the Modulation Transfer Function
weight are added to the equation it is
must
also be considered.
Figure
7 shows
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the mic401ET.80
takes
the
Nevertheless,
when choosing
between
the mic401ET.80
to that
the "Scale-Up"
option, the
Modulation
Transfer
must also be considered.
7 shows
that for similar resolutions, both the
that
for Function
similar resolutions,
both the Figureupper
hand.
mic401ET.80 and
and the
option
image object sizes which differ by a few percent. However,
mic401ET.80
the"Scale-Up"
"Scale-Up"
option

if price, versatility, and weight are added to the equation it is obvious that the mic401ET.80 takes
the upper hand.

Figure 7: Compare Omek Option (b) to "Scale-Up" option considering resolutions and field-size.

Figure 7: Compare Omek Option (b) to "Scale-Up" option considering resolutions and field-size.

Summary
It has been demonstrated that the necessity for wide object fields is achieved with miniature and
small sized microscopes integrated with industrial cameras with sub two-micron pixel size. This trend
within the CMOS fabrication vendors overrides the demand for the "Scaled-Up" microscopes.

Reference
(1) J. Dyson, JOSA Vol. 49 No. 7 p713-716, "Unit Magnification Optical System without Seidel
Aberrations".
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Summary
It has been demonstrated that the
necessity for wide object f ields is
achieved with miniature and small sized
microscopes integrated with industrial

cameras with sub two-micron pixel size.
This trend within the CMOS fabrication
vendors overrides the demand for the
"Scaled-Up" microscopes.

About Omek Optics
Omek Optics Ltd. is a privately owned
company focusing on OEM digital
microscopy solutions for the inspection,
medical and bio-med industries.
Established in 1996, Omek products
emphasize homogeneous and telecentric
high-yield bright field illumination. Much
focus is applied to imaging extremely wide
objects. Omek's microscopes are suitable
for the semiconductor, PCB, FPD, dicing,

bio-med and other industries, having
applications in robotics, metrology,
navigation, cell counting, fluorescence
and more. Omek offers a line of standard
modular microscopes covering broad
spectral bands VIS-NIR-SWIR. Omek
leads the microscopy market with
gigantic fields of view delivered by light
weight units with minimal footprint.
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